
 

Year 0/1 Home Learning - 30th - 3rd September 2021 

 

These are all just suggestions and you can swap days, times and activities so 

that it suits you and your child. 

Please contact your child’s teacher with any questions/problems/successes or help. Please 

send any photos or movies to your teacher.  We love receiving them :) 

Look at the bottom of the page for some fun activities. 

 

bdavies@snellsbeach.school.nz 

sjolliffe@snellsbeach.school.nz 

susher@snellsbeach.school.nz 

rhenry@snellsbeach.school.nz 

 

 

 DAY 1 

 

 

 

Morning 

Zumba for kids - Old town road 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoYxG0avSfY 
 

Watch and listen to Crunch, Munch Dinosaur 

Lunch 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3Ku_myvdsI 

 

Create a story map. What happened first, 

then, next, at the end 

 

Practice alphabet and phonic sounds 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po5FZltkFVI  

 

 

 

Afternoon 

Bouncing bubbles: this experiment uses sugar and 

socks to help you bounce bubbles and catch them 

with your hands. 
You will need:  

small bowl for mixing; 

spoon for stirring;  

socks or gloves;  

drinking straw;  
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4tbsp water;  

2 tbsp sugar;  

1 tbsp dishwash liquid.  

 

Instructions: 

1, mix ingredients together in a bowl and stir until sugar 

dissolves. 

2, dip the end of straw into the solution until a film forms on 

the end. 

3, gently blow into the other end of the straw to form a 

bubble. 

4, cover your hand with a sock or glove and hold your palm out 

flat. 

5, blow a bubble in the air and use your covered hand to gently 

bounce the bubble without it bursting. 

 

 

 DAY 2 

 

 

 

Morning 

Just Dance Kids 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qm1Tiw4Y0Es 

 

Watch and listen to Superworm 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0keNDquvZEE  
 

Write a sentence or 3 about the Superworm 

story 

 

Practice writing letters correctly 
https://www.pinterest.de/pin/219761656790165891/ 

 

 

 

Afternoon 

Can you make some worms out of playdough 

and compare their size? Make them short, 

long, thick, thin, wriggly etc. 
 

Did you know that New Zealand has over 200 native earthworm 

species! (All of them are cute and cuddly, of course). One species 

reaches 1.3m in length. Measure that out with some string and see how 

looooong that it is! There are also 20 introduced species that have 

made NZ their home. All of them are great for the soil.  
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 DAY 3 

 

 

 

Morning 

Cosmic Yoga - Dance Party 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23VdtT0vQUY&t=121s  
 

Watch and listen to Superworm 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0keNDquvZEE 
 
 

Make a poster to advertise all the amazing 

things Superworm can do 

 

Practice alphabet and phonic sounds 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po5FZltkFVI 

 

 

 

Afternoon 

Why do worms make gardeners and farmers happy? 
Worms tunnel through soil eating plant and animal material. Their 
tunnels allow plant roots to travel down, keep the soil aerated and help 
water drain. And worm ‘poo’ (called casts) adds nutrients to the soil. 
You can make your own mini worm farm to see exactly what happens 

when worms work the soil. 

To make your own worm farm you will need: 
● A large plastic bottle (3L juice bottle or similar) 

● Soil 

● Sand 

● Dead leaves 

● Water 

● Earthworms 

● Food wrap 

● Dark paper 

● Pencil 

 

 

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO: 

Ask an adult to cut off the top of the bottle. 

Fill the bottle with layers of soil and sand. 

Add 4 teaspoons of water to the soil and put the dead leaves on top of 

the soil. 

Dig around in some soil in your garden and try to find 2 or 3 earthworms 

to add to the soil in your bottle. 

Cover the bottle with food wrap and poke some holes in this with a 

pencil. 

Tape dark paper around the sides of your bottle. 

Add 2 teaspoons of water each day to keep the soil damp. 

After 2 weeks take the dark paper 

You should see tunnels in the soil that the worms have made! 
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 DAY 4 

 

 

 

Morning 

Little Sports Fitness - Cardio exercises 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9a3GzZvlcI  
 

Watch and listen to Superworm 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0keNDquvZEE 
 

If you could have any superpower what would 

it be and why. Draw a picture and write a 

sentence or 3 

 

Practice writing letters correctly 
https://www.pinterest.de/pin/219761656790165891/ 
 

 

 

 

Afternoon 

Make a mindful mandala outside - see below 

for instructions: 

 
 

 DAY 5 

 

 

 

Morning 

Kids Educational Games - Kids workout 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_A_HjHZxfI 
 

Watch and listen to Superworm 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0keNDquvZEE 
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Why are real worms good or bad? 

Write your ideas 

 

Practice alphabet and phonic sounds 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po5FZltkFVI 
 

 

 

Afternoon 

Collect 21 pebbles from the garden or the 

beach and make them into a long worm by 

placing the pebbles from biggest to smallest. 

Now use your worm pebbles to have some 

maths fun.  
https://theimaginationtree.com/number-pebbles-maths-games-activitie/ 

Please add a zero onto one of the pebbles. (If 

you don’t have pebbles, use bark, leaves or 

even bits of paper) 
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